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 Specifications

 Tank capacity Standard - 10 liter (50,000 sq ft)    Output - 10 liters/30 min 
                     BIO -  one, 6 L & one, 5 L (30,000 sq ft) Fuel capacity - 2 liter
 Distance propelled  VK11/NF - 110 ft Power - 6 V (4: 1.5 V D batteries) 
 Force - 50 hp Weight empty - 18 lbs

The Dramm K-22 PulsFOG quickly applies chemical 
solutions as a fog.  Able to treat up to 50,000 square 
feet with one tankful of solution in as little as 30 min-
utes, the K-22 will propel the fog up to 110 feet from 
the operator.  The PulsFOG is great for the application 
of insecticides, fungicides, disinfectants, foliar fertilizers 
and for frost protection.

The K-22 is available in several versions: a standard 
model, an oil model and a BIO model.  Standard is used 
for regular chemical solutions that are water-based and 
not heat-sensitive.  The Oil version is for the applica-
tion of flammable liquids.  The BIO version utilizes a 

second tank and nozzle system for plain water to wa-
ter cool the engine exhaust for the application of heat-
sensitive solutions.

The fast-fogging method allows for very quick applica-
tion from a distance, reducing labor and chemical ex-
posure.

PulsFOG units usually require the addition of a carrier 
solution added to the water and chemical mixture for 
best operation. Contact Dramm for the proper solu-
tion for your needs.
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50 hp engine
provides 110’ propulsion
covers 50,000 sq ft in 30 min

Standard, Oil, or BIO version
BIO for heat-sensitive products

BIO

Manual/electric ignition
easy to start

10 liter solution tank
covers 50,000 sq ft

6 liter solution tank
5 liter bio/water tank
covers 30,000 sq ft
Bio version

2 liter fuel tank
enough for 100,000 sq ft
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* PulsFOG® is a registered trademark of Dr. Stahl & Sohn GmbH & Co. KG


